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Battani's Version of Trigonometric Formulas 

* M. Bagherl 

"Tajrid-e Usul-e Tarkib al-Joyub" is the title of a short treatise 

on trigonometric formulas written by Battani (died in 317 H). The 

original text is in Arabic which is produced here with an English 

translation and some notes on the mathematical content of the text. 

The unique (hitherto known), manuscript of this treatise is extant 

in Istanbul (Jarullah Library, No. 1499/3)1. The treatise is entirely 

written on a single page of peper. Brockelman in his-famous work 

"Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur" has attributed the treatise to 

Kushyar-e Oili (page 398 in first supplement). But in the title page of 

•	 Mohammad Bagheri teaches History of Mathematics at Sharif University of ' 

Technology (Tehran). 

1.	 A film of the treatise was sent to me on my request from Istanbul. I would like to 

express my gratitude to Mr. Muammer Ulker, director of SuleymAnieh Cultural 

center (Istanbul) for his kind cooperation. 
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the collection which includes the treatise as its third part, it is 

strictly mentioned as WBattani's Tajrid-e Usul-e Jarkib al- Joyub" 

(cit:tJ ,-:-,~'~.;1 J~' ~~) 

This mistake may have been originated from the title of the' 

. second part of the collection: ·A succint book on spherics, from 

Kushyar's spherics and spherics of ibn-I Atlah. al-Eshbili" 

(~y, cU' ~I ~ ~ J .J~~~ ~ ~I ~. ~~ ~l:S) 

attributed to Atireddin Mofdal ibn-e Omar al-Abhari 

(lS~~' .r--P ~ ~ ~.u~'). Other scholars, who have followed 

Brockelman, have repeated the same error. 

The words in brackets are my additions to 'the text. A short 

explanation of the modern formulation of the subjects discussed here 

can be found in the notes. Slashes in the Arabic text given here show 

.where the rows in the manuscript' end. 

Principles of Preparing Sine Tables l 

Chord of [are of] one sixth [of a circle] equals to half the 

1.	 Although the title is related to sines, throughout
 

the treatise chords are studied. Yet, knowing the
 

relation between the chord and the sine of an arc,
 

no difficulty remains. According to the figure: 

~	 »<: ,AOS 
chord AD == AD = 2 AH • 2 R sin AOH =2 R sin -2

Besides, the chord of supplement of an arc is directly related to its cosine:
 

chord (1~) - 2R sin lSOO - ot - 2R siD(9QO -~) - 2R cos ot

2	 2 2 

C ......-_......._--... B 

r-: 
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diameter of the circle. If the chord of [arc of] one sixth [of a circle] 

squared is subtracted from the diameter squared, the chord of [arc of] 

one third [of the circle] squared remains, and similarly, any arc with 

known chord, when square of its chord is subtracted from the diameter 

squared, square of the chord of its supplement with respect to 

semi-circle remains.1 

Half the square of the diameter equals to the chord of [arc of] 

one fourth [of the circle) squared . And, if half the diameter is 

multiplied by itself, and the product of one quarter of the diameter by 

itself is added to it, and the square root of the sum is taken, and one 

quarter of the diameter of the circle is subtracted from it [i.e, from the 

square root), the remainder is the chord of [arc of] one tenth [of the 

circle).2 And, the sum of square of the chord of [arc of] one tenth of a 

circle and the square of the chord of [arc of) one sixth [of the circle) 

1. This propeny can be directly deduced from Pythagrean theorem (see figure). 

.~ .,, :.;.-~ . { .. 
" .. ,\ . ~ ,- ; . 

~JP#il:;'. ".; >" ~"~ ",' 

Title page of MS 1499 Jirullih Library (Istanbul) 

2.	 In other words, the length of any side of a regular decagon inscribed in a"circle of 

radius R cq'!3ls to (VS- 1) R/2. 



equals to the chord of [the arc of] one fifth [of the circle] squared.' 

Any two circular arcs whose- chords are known, the chord of the 

arc resulted by subtracting them can be found in this way: the chord of 

any of the two arcs is multiplied by the chord of the other's supplement 

[arc] with respect to semi-circle, and the difference between these two 

[products] is taken and divided by the circle's diameter. The result 

equals to the chord [of the arc] remained by subtracting the two arcs.2 

For an arc of known chord, the chord of half of it, can be found in this 

way: the chord of its supplement [arc] is subtracted from the circle's 

diameter, and the remainder is halved and multiplied by the diameter, 

then the square root of this product is taken, the chord of half of this 

arc will result. 3 

Any two arcs whose chords are known, the chord of the arc of 

their sum is found in this way: the chord of one of them is multiplied 

by the chord of the other; the chord of the supplement [arc] of one is 

multiplied by the chord of the supplement [arc] of the other; then the 

difference between these two [products] is taken and divided by the 

1.	 This property is based on the following trigonometric relation which can be easily 

2 2 
proved: 4sin (180 

) + 1 = 4 sin (360 
) 

2. This is another version of the Iollowinv t': , 

sin ( ex - p)= sin ex cos {3 - cos ex: sin! l 

3.	 This is equivalent to the following form.. LI ~ ~':
 

I sin .z., I = l(l-c\, \x'j -;

2 
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diameter, the result is the chord of the supplement [arc] of this sum of 

ares with respect to semi-circle.' 

[the.treatise] Ended and praise to Allah. 

1. This is equivalent to the formula for cosine of sum of two arcs: 

Cos (oc: + P) = Cos oc: Cos{3 - sin oc: sinfJ 

Note that here, we actually find the chord of supplement of the sum arc. According 

to what mentioned in the beginning of the treatise (based on Pythagorean theorem), 

the chord of the arc itself can also be found. 
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